Both the Leiden workshop and this special issue are signs that a research field is beginning to take shape. It is a research field where the researchers have open minds about methods and a common interest in large-scale and long term processes of societal change. Necessarily and intrinsically interdisciplinary and where bottom-up knowledge production is the standard. This is especially apparent in this special issue because it shows that the research subject of societal transitions poses interesting new questions for existing methods and fields while simultaneously the young field gains understanding from these approaches.
What is hard to tell is if there is such a thing as a preferred or best approach for transition modeling since all articles showed a contribution to the research on transitions by virtue of their specific method. Conversely one could observe that each article pushed the boundaries of their approaches a bit in applying them to transitions.
The introductionary article by Squazzoni positioned the field of societal transitions in traditional and contemporary sociological thinking and provided theoretical constructs to put the modeling approaches into perspective. This leads him to identify problems and challenges in building theory for transitions and the role an analytical approach combined with computational methods should play in the emerging field of transition studies. This article is very much an embedding for the rest of the special issue and also in many aspects a critical introspective of the field and therefore important.
Agent The matter remains of the emerging research field and the role of this special issue in it. In any case the very existence of this special issue proves that the topic of societal transition invites researchers from various disciplines and trained in various methods to put their creative curiosity to work. Apparently something is happening. Something that made it possible that the Leiden workshop was more than just scientists meeting and discussing some common topic. Something that sparked new ideas and collaborations that demanded to be elaborated in this special issue and future events under the moniker of ExTraScience, which is short for Exact Transition Science.
For a new research field to take shape however, it is necessary that at a certain point the research converges to more than just various methods applied to a common phenomenon under study. That is not to exclude beforehand the value of any approach, but similar to how a common conceptual language is arising slowly. In other words there has to emerge a more refined idea of what is transition modeling and what are computational and mathematical approaches to societal transitions. It is to this that this special issue not only hopes to have contributed, but also has provided a basis.
